
SENIOR RECORDBOOK AWARD: Cody McClure of Clever Clovers

LEADERSHIP—Nathan More of Kalico Kids

ARTIST OF DISTINCTION—Kayle Stremler of Chequest Eagles

MASTER FOODS AWARD—Sara Lawson of Chequest Eagles

SWINE CARCASS—John Shirley of Pure Country

DAVIS COUNTY CATTLEMEN’S COW/CALF AWARDS—
1st Taylor Westhoff of Odyssey
2nd Cajun Batterson of Pure Country
3rd Tayden Bish or Chequest Eagles

SCOTT MEMORIAL AWARD—Carter Batterson of DC Wranglers

BARKER MEMORIAL AWARD—Brett Lough of Chequest Eagles

WILLA MATHEWS MEMORIAL AWARD—Sydney Henderson of Chequest Eagles

SHAWN SAMPLE MEMORIAL 4-H SPIRIT AWARDS—
Cajun Batterson—of Pure Country
Clayton Garmon—of Power Paws
Cameren Jackson—of Odyssey
Dylan Henderson—of Kalico Kids
Carter Batterson—of DC Wranglers
Nathan Morton—of Clever Clovers
Kalleigh Tharp—of Chequest Eagles

OUTSTANDING FIRST YEAR JUNIOR MEMBERS—Boyd Brinegar of Chequest Eagles
Melana Followwill of Chequest Eagles

TTT SOCIETY Jr. AWARD—Megan McClure of Clever Clovers

CHRIS CLOVER AWARD—Lexi Knapp of Chequest Eagles
Megan Swan of Chequest Eagles

OUTSTANDING Sr. BOY AWARD—Matt Smith of Kalico Kids

TTT SOCIETY Sr. AWARD—Sara Lawson of Chequest Eagles

DANFORTH AWARD—Nathan More of Kalico Kids
Brittany Orman of Odyssey